It will be an evening to sing the praises of a legendary leading lady – one whose timeless talents and incandescent grace have enchanted generations young and old.

Please consider underwriting a chapter in the evening’s official Tribute Book or contributing to the Julie Andrews Scholarship Fund. Your contribution not only furthers AFI’s mandate to honor artists and their work, it supports our mission to educate and inspire future generations of storytellers at the AFI Conservatory and across the nation.
TRIBUTE BOOK CHAPTER

The book, presented to the honoree and event guests, will be a limited-edition keepsake and a celebration of Andrews’ life and work including rare photos, film stills and a rich chronicle of her career.

Please consider the opportunity to salute a film, television and theater legend – one whose talents across time have enchanted audiences young and old – by underwriting a chapter:

Exclusive Tribute Book Chapter - $25,000
Shared Tribute Book Chapter - $10,000.

All funds raised are fully tax-deductible and will support the necessary work of AFI.

UNDERWRITE A CHAPTER
DONATION OPPORTUNITIES

THE JULIE ANDREWS SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The Julie Andrews Scholarship Fund for the AFI Conservatory offers another opportunity for you to participate in this remarkable evening. Any contribution to the fund is fully tax-deductible and donations of $5,000 and up will be prominently recognized in the Tribute Book.

MAKE A CONTRIBUTION

BROADCAST PARTNERS
OFFICIAL SPONSOR

The American Film Institute is a nonprofit tax-exempt 501(c)(3) organization. Chapter underwriting and scholarship contributions are 100% tax-deductible. Deadline for inclusion in the Tribute Book is March 2, 2020.